Lost Treasure of the Emerald Eye

Whole Book Questions

Part 1: Choose the best answer for each question. Write the letter on the line.

1. _______ Where does Geronimo Stilton work?
   a. Mouse Central  b. The Rodent’s Gazette
   c. Mice Magazine  d. Cat Catchers

c. old clams  d. catnip

4. _______ What happened to the Lucky Lady?
   a. washed ashore  b. sunk
   c. lost its engines  d. lost a sail

5. _______ On their search for treasure what did the mice discover?
   a. a secret pirate ship  b. an underground mice mall
   c. gold coins  d. Ratlin’s Resort and Health Spa
6. ________________ Geronimo's trunk saved the mice while they were floating at sea.

7. ________________ Benjamin was a stowaway on the Lucky Lady.

8. ________________ Geronimo did not write a book about his adventure.

9. ________________ The Emerald Eye ended up being a lost pirate ship.

10. ________________ Trap was an expert sailor.

Part 3: Match each character to the correct description.
Write the letter for each answer on the line.

11. ______ Thea a. an annoying cousin

12. ______ Trap b. Geronimo's secretary

13. ______ Geronimo c. Geronimo's nephew

14. ______ Benjamin d. a very cautious mouse

15. ______ Mousella e. found a map at a flea market
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Part 2: Tell whether each sentence is true or false. Write true or false on each line.

6. true Geronimo's trunk saved the mice while they were floating at sea.
7. true Benjamin was a stowaway on the Lucky Lady.
8. false Geronimo did not write a book about his adventure.
9. false The Emerald Eye ended up being a lost pirate ship.
10. false Trap was an expert sailor.

Part 3: Match each character to the correct description. Write the letter for each answer on the line.

11. e Thea a. Geronimo's secretary
12. a Trap b. Geronimo's nephew
d. a very cautious mouse
13. d Geronimo c. found a map at a flea market
14. c Benjamin
e. Thea
15. b Mousella

Please log in to download the printable version of this worksheet.